Customize Your Curriculum!

Choose your custom solution—individual program or custom package—
based on your student population, teaching approach, and curriculum needs.
Easy to Use

Focused

Flexible

Streamlined lessons give you just
the right amount of structure to
speed implementation and keep
classroom activities focused and
goal oriented.

A clear purpose enables students
to direct their own learning.

Implement in print, digitally, or
through a blended approach.

Middle School Packages
Select from…

P R O G R A M CO M P O N E N T S

GRADE 6

GRADE 7

GRADE 8

Critical Reading & Analysis
Provides the foundation for success through a
unique approach to high-quality, complex texts.
Student Editions (consumable), Interactive Editions,
Teaching Resources (Teacher Wraparound Editions,
Assessment, ELL, PowerPoints, and much more)

Literary Genres

Literature You Love—Unit Studies
Anthologies of challenging, relevant literature fit the
curriculum and make literature meaningful and
enjoyable.
Student Editions (softcover or hardcover),
Interactive Editions, Teaching Resources (Teacher
Guides, Assessment, PowerPoints, Discussion Guides)
Engage Platform

engage.perfectionlearning.com

Writing & Language, Grade 9

TE

Grammar

Account
Dashboard

Writing & Language
Flexible, modular minilessons for writing, language,
speaking, and listening skills.

Classes

Resources

Search

Assignments

Messages

Reports

Manage

Logout

The Parts of a Sentence

Determining Nouns
A noun is the name of a person, place, thing, or idea.
Highlight and underline each word that is used as a
noun in the following sentences.
1. A wolf howled at the moon through the trees.
2. The shark swallowed a blueﬁsh in one swift movement.
3. My sister is setting the table with Mom's ﬁnest china.
4. The necklace could not be found on the dresser or the
countertop.
5. Lightning ignited a ﬁre in the haylfoft and destroyed
the barn.
6. That dog with the dark spots is a spaniel.
7. Your papers and old-fashioned manual typewriter have
been moved to the living room.
8. Her brother-in-law was the head lifeguard at the lake.
9. The airplane made stops in three countries.
10. In football a touchdown is worth more points than a
ﬁeld goal.

Middle School Handbook (hardcover), Digital Editions,
Teaching Resources (Teacher Guides, Assessment,
PowerPoints, ELL/Differentiation)
11. During the summers Rose Park needs lifeguards for its
pool.
12. Whenever I smell pizza, my mouth starts to water.

13. El Dorado is a legendary city of gold hidden in the
Amazon Basin.
14. The animated ﬁlms of Japanese director Hayao
Miyazaki are beloved around the world.

15. There are around 40,000 species of spiders, but all
have eight legs and make webs.
11 students have completed this assignment.
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Word Study in Context
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Equip students to use multiple research-based
strategies to unlock the meaning of words.
Student Editions (consumable), Interactive Editions,
Teaching Resources (Answer Key, Assessment)

perfectionlearning.com/secondary-language-arts | (800) 831-4190

• mythology
• mystery
• fantasy
• science fiction
• sports
• humor
• ecology

Literary Themes
• heroism
• justice
• friendship
• decisions
• family
• survival
• identity

Historical Events & Eras
• the Holocaust
• the Great Depression
• Civil Rights
• the Harlem Renaissance
• the Civil War
• immigration
• Vietnam and the 60s
• American frontiers

